The End of Privacy?
By Bill Monroe

I'm 20 years old, and I am likely to get myself
lost in the city. I have never been alone in a
plastic world. It's not just your friends who are
surrounding you, but the entire world is
20 years old, too. Your friends are everywhere,
everywhere. They are in your head, in your
heart, in your soul. They are everywhere.

Many people are afraid of being alone. They
are afraid of being alone in the crowd. They
are afraid of being alone in the noise. They
are afraid of being alone in the darkness. They
are afraid of being alone in the city. They
are afraid of being alone in the world. They
are afraid of being alone in the silence.

But why should we be afraid of being alone?
Why should we be afraid of being alone in the
city? Why should we be afraid of being alone in
the crowd? Why should we be afraid of being
alone in the darkness? Why should we be
afraid of being alone in the world? Why
should we be afraid of being alone in the
silence?

The End of Privacy?

Deal Diva
By Susan Vantage

Lisa Whitney's cerulean-blue Jaguar
rumbles through the streets of La Jolla at
8:15 a.m. Its driver is bound for a "pitching
session" with the La Jolla Bed and Breakfast
owners. She's been at it since 8 a.m.,
although she was not scheduled to work
until 10 a.m. Whitney, who is the owner of
"The Pitch Woman," has been pitching
residential real estate in La Jolla for
nearly 10 years. She's been in the
business for more than 20 years, and she
has been a successful pitcher for most of
that time. Whitney is a natural-born
pitcher, and she has been pitching
residential real estate in La Jolla for
nearly 10 years. She's been in the
business for more than 20 years, and she
has been a successful pitcher for most of
that time. Whitney is a natural-born
pitcher, and she has been pitching
residential real estate in La Jolla for
nearly 10 years. She's been in the
business for more than 20 years, and she
has been a successful pitcher for most of
that time.
We've Expanded!

Jefes

Established 1941

Hygienic environment

We'll let you tour our sterilization facility

Brand-new needles for each piercing

15 Of Any Jewelry or Small Gauge Jewelry

We accept all major credit cards

Dr. Jefes

Dr. Jeffery A. Jefes, DDS

 Largest selection of body jewelry

Gold, Acrylic, Gemstones

Surgeon, surgeons, sterile, sternal

North Park

Oceanside

3041 Adams Ave.

619-640-1771

619-923-1771

North Park

Ocean Beach

From our professional experience, we serve all of your needs.

SONYA of London

Maintenance Power Treatment

$45

500 Market Street

(619) 233-3393

SOURS

A treat from head to toe—off for only $100

European Facial

For a complete list of Services, call (619) 233-3393.

GTE WIRELESS

Now I Lay Me Down to Sleep

Sporting Box

San Diego's Winning Digital Team

LG

GTE

100 Anytime Local Minutes Only $25 a Month.

LG InfoComm, Inc.
No Service Contracts Required! The Largest Selection of Wireless

StarTac MegaPak
- Famous Motorola StarTac 3000
- High Capacity Nickel Metal Battery
- Home/Office Charging Unit
- Carrying Holster
- Loaded With Features
- 3 Year InfoPlanet Warranty
- InfoPlanet T-shirt
- No Service Term Contract Required

Check Out These Great New Rate Plans! $37 per month
- $25 per month
- 100 anytime minutes every month
- Free Call Waiting
- Free 3-Way calling
- Nationwide Coverage
- No Service Contract Required

Bonus! InfoPlanet Top Two Wireless Plans Purchased!
why buy two
when one
will do?

Introducing the new SUPER DISK DRIVE

THE SUPERDISK STORES A
WHOPPING 120 MB'S

- The Hitachi 120MB SuperDisk Drive stores 120MB bytes of data on a single SuperDisk diskette.
- You can read and write to a conventional 3.5-inch floppy disk.
- The SuperDisk Drive is an ideal replacement for a system's existing floppy disk drive or as an additional peripheral.

1.4MB Floppy Drive + 120MB Storage = SuperDisk

Call for the most affordable price today...

DATTEL

#1

Your Complete Computer Store
The drive to Noel Allen's duck-hunting spot near Island in the Imperial Valley takes about three hours from San Diego. The last section, between Highway 111 and the eastern shore of the Salton Sea, is a rutted dirt road, and my Toyota Corolla bottoms out every 50 yards or so. Ahead of me, Allan's Ford Explorer clips right along, raising a cloud of dust that further hampers my driving efforts. At last we park where the road meets the beach on a dike between two freshwater ponds surrounded by a ten-foot wall of salt cedar bushes. A boat-launching ramp is parked there. Standing next to it is a tall, bronzed man, about 70, in hip boots and an unbuttoned tan shirt. "This is Jerry Fink," Allan says, introducing him. "He comes down from Palm Springs to hunt here."

Noel Allen of Pacific Beach has been hunting this spot for 20 years. During the fall waterfowl season, he and his black Labrador, Moko, spend five days of every week here, hunting ducks and goose by day and camping out at night. A wiry man in his early 60s, Allan's thinning hair hides beneath a camouflage fishing hat. He's telling Fink about last Saturday's duck-season opener, which Fink missed due to illness.

"It was spectacular. All kinds of ducks were flying. I took the limit, and all the hunters in this area took limits. I got a nice Gadwall drake."

"All kinds of ducks were flying today too. Flights of two, four, sometimes ten drakes while he overheard. "Look at that," Fink says as they fly over. Allan responds by naming the species - redheads, pintails, parrots, or teal.

Fink shows off the gun he's using today. It's an antique, 20-gauge, single-shot, which means he'll get only one shot at a duck before he has to reload. "You're a sportman, aren't you, Jerry?" Allan asks. Fink chuckles as he walks down a fence line of cattails and out onto the beach, where he turns right. "Jerry is a jump-shooter," Allan explains. "He doesn't hunt with a dog or sit in a blind waiting for ducks to come to him. He'll walk along the dike for three miles up toward the north, and when he sees a duck, he shoots it."

At the end of the dike is a fire pit littered with bits of blackened firewood. "This is the one I left last weekend," Allan says as he pulls some tumbleweeds and cedar branches away from the curtained cattails. "I've had some wood and camouflage stuff in here."

The camouflage cleared, a dike is in and out of the brush gate, running out with old carpets that he spreads on the ground, a wire pipe chair without a back, some firewood he's saved, and Styrofoam blocks and flat boards he uses as tables. There he opens the back of his Explorer and takes out a large dog kennel, setting it on the ground behind the truck. "This is where Moko sleeps," he says. "I sleep in the truck. With the back seat down, the bed measures 6'7". I'm 5'9," he adds, "so that's plenty of room for me. If you're sleeping in a tent, you'd better set it up."

While I'm setting up my tent, the sound of a single gunshot, a combination of THUMP and WHACK, reports from the marsh on the north side of the dike. "That's Jerry," Allan yells. Moko, who had been meandering around the campsite, springs through the tremor and around the corner in the direction of the marsh. Allan and I follow. As we round a point 100 yards up the beach, we see Moko.
FOOD YOU Don't HAVE TO DRINK PRETTY.

Gordon Biersch
BREWERY-RESTAURANT

NOW OPEN: 5010 MISSION CENTER ROAD, OFF THE 8 IN MISSION VALLEY
There is Hope
For Women Who Suffer From Loss of Bladder Control.

If you experience urine leakage when you cough, sneeze, laugh or exercise, you may be eligible to be part of an important clinical research study.

Many women who experience loss of bladder control assume that it is part of the natural aging process. However, many bladder control problems may be corrected or managed. A well-known pharmaceutical company is investigating a study medication that may help women with this condition.

If you are between the ages of 18-65 and experience bladder control problems you may be eligible to participate in a national study for an investigational medication to treat urinary incontinence.

If you'd like more information or would like to be a participant in this study, please call Amy at 1-888-688-1212 between 7 am and 12 midnight central standard time.

To see if you qualify call 1-888-688-1212.

(7 am to 12 midnight central)

Women’s Health Research Center
Baby's Gladdened Heart

When people are in a hurry, when they snarl at the red light, when they punch a service dog in the head, when they drop a bomb in the middle of a crowded street, they still have a heart. They're just not sure what to do with it.

The heart can be a very dangerous organ. It can cause all sorts of problems, from arrhythmias to heart attacks. But it can also be a source of great joy and comfort. When she was young, my mother used to tell me stories about how the heart works. She said it was like a little pump that keeps the blood flowing through the body, and that it was a very important part of the body.

When she was older, she started to think about the heart in different ways. She would talk about how it was like a little engine that could work all day and all night, and that it never needed to stop. She would also talk about how the heart was like a little machine that could do all sorts of things, like pump blood, or even perform complex calculations.

When my mother was sick, my father would always tell me to take care of her heart. He would tell me that it was the most important thing in the world, and that I had to make sure that she was healthy. He would also tell me that my mother's heart was the most beautiful thing in the world, and that I should always be kind to it.

When my mother died, I realized just how much she loved her heart. I realized that it was not just a physical organ, but something much deeper. It was a symbol of love and compassion. And I realized that it was something that I would always have to take care of.

The heart is a very special organ, and it is something that we should all be grateful for. It is the most beautiful thing in the world, and we should always take care of it. And when we do, we will be able to live a long and happy life.
Giants Prayed For Rain

Although Cady had often ventured with his students to the Madrean mountains, he was not in New Mexico during the summer that he painted his famous images of the Giants. In fact, he spent much of that summer painting in the southwestern deserts of New Mexico. The painting "Giants Prayed For Rain" is a study of these giant figures, who are shown kneeling and praying to the heavens for rain. The figures are depicted in a serene landscape, with mountains in the background. The painting is a powerful representation of the relationship between humans and the natural world, and it is one of Cady's most famous works.

"The successive figures were partially superimposed, creating a powerful sense of crowding, urgency, and motion — each animal in mad flight, treading on the heels of those ahead and straining to free itself from the crush behind."
Bronchitis?

RESEARCH STUDY

Do you suffer from chronic bronchitis?

Yes

No

You may be eligible to participate in a clinical research study and receive the following:

- $100 gift certificate
- Free medical examination

Call us today:

619-271-5651

Gary A. Cohen, M.D.
Wouldn't it be great to be HOME FOR THE HOLIDAYS... in your OWN HOME?

It's really not as difficult as you might think. Let our experts show you how.

FREE HOME-BUYERS WORKSHOP
Saturdays, November 21 & 22 at 10 AM & Wednesday, November 25 or December 2 at 7 PM
REFRESHMENTS WILL BE SERVED.

- INCOME PROPERTY vs. RENT vs. OWN - NO or LOW MONEY DOWN
- LOAN PREQUALIFICATION - VA/HEM CONVENTIONAL LOANS

For details and to reserve your spot, call 619-681-9682 at 5105 Waring Road.

FREE GIFT BASKET (
$40 VALUE) with every $100 gift certificate purchased!

GEORGE'S CAMERA
Holiday Specials
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Calendar

Take That, You Moron
Monster Truckers

What's obvious about a monster truck is its size. It might seem like the size is the only feature that matters, but there are other features that also make a monster truck unique. The suspension, for example, is designed to absorb the impact of jumps and rough terrain. The engine is also a key feature, with monster trucks often having engines that are specifically designed for off-road use.

LOCAL EVENTS

No, but if you have $10000, you could buy the ticket for the car show. It's a car show, after all, so there are plenty of cars on display. However, it's important to note that the car show is not the same as the monster truck show. monster trucks are not typically featured at car shows. They are more likely to be found at events specifically dedicated to monster trucks, such as the one mentioned above.

Yes, it would sell very well. Monster trucks have a wide appeal and are enjoyed by people of all ages. They are a symbol of American culture and are often associated with a sense of excitement and adventure. People also enjoy monster trucks because they are seen as a form of entertainment and a way to show off their skills and abilities. In addition, monster trucks can be a source of relaxation and enjoyment, which is why they are often seen as a form of escapism.
Calendar

LOCAL EVENTS

BAJA

El Mercado—safest December and January markets in the Southern California Mountains. Take a wild goose chase through the arid desert landscape of the Baja Peninsula. Follow the Mercado's path to find the perfect holiday gifts. For more information, call 714-573-5939.

OUTDOORS

Unemployment rates remain a concern for businesses in the Baja Peninsula. For more information, call 714-573-5939.

DANCE

Surgeon General's Warning: Quitting Smoking Now Greatly Reduces Serious Risks to Your Health.
LOST AND OLD RIVERS

Author: Alan Cheuse was born in 1934 in North Prairie, Ill. He has taught at the University of Virginia, the New School, and the University of Tennessee. He is the author of several novels and books of non-fiction, including "Rabbit-Proof Fence," a memoir. His work has appeared in The New York Times, The Washington Post, The Atlantic Monthly, and other publications. Cheuse is a contributing editor to Harper's Magazine.

Reading:

The first story I read in Lost and Old Rivers, "The Mexican Man," begins with these lines: "I knew this was a man, but I'm not sure where I met him. I just knew it."

Cheuse doesn't provide much of a backstory for the Mexican man in his story. He begins by describing the man's physical appearance: "He was tall, with a broad nose and dark eyes, and he had a certain something in his face that made me feel uncomfortable." Cheuse then goes on to describe the man's behavior: how he interacts with others, how he speaks, and how he carries himself.

Cheuse's writing style is concise and direct. He doesn't waste words, and he doesn't offer much in the way of description. Instead, he relies on his characters to tell the story. This is a common technique in short stories, and it works well in this case. Cheuse's characters are vivid and engaging, and they draw the reader into the story.

Overall, Lost and Old Rivers is a collection of well-crafted short stories that explore the complexities of human relationships. Cheuse's writing is sharp and evocative, and his characters are memorable. This is a collection that should be read by anyone who enjoys short fiction.
Sounds Okay Even Under the Balcony

It's amazing how the sheer sensational excitement of the sound can sweep you away.

T he new season has begun--and with it a busy schedule of concerts, operas, ballets, dance, videos and films on the big screen. A busy schedule means we're able to enjoy all sorts of events, but there are times when you just need to get away from it all and catch your breath. The new season is no exception. The schedule's dense but if you're looking for something unique and special, you can't go wrong with the barnstorming concert season at the Balcony.

San Diego Symphony: The Seasons

Sunday, November 22
2:00 p.m. at the California Center for the Arts, Escondido
7:00 p.m. at the Balboa Theatre (21 & over)

Vivaldi’s Four Seasons and Concerto for 4 Violins, featuring acclaimed violist and conductor Igor & Vera Gruppman with the world’s top musical prodigies.

TICKET PRICES $12.30
SPECIAL STUDENT DISCOUNTS AVAILABLE
To reserve your seats call 760-753-5400 or 888-480-SDCO

San Diego Symphony: Pechanga Concert Series

Friday, November 27th @ 8 pm
General Admission: $12.90 VIP: $20

Pam Tillis

HOLIDAY SPECIAL BALLOON RIDE
SAVE 40%* PER ADULT TICKET

Balloon rides are available on Sat & Sun

Balloon Flights, LLC
619-481-9122

HOLIDAY SPECIAL BALLOON RIDE

SAVE 40%* PER ADULT TICKET

8th Annual Holiday Food Drive for St. Vincent de Paul Center & St. Clare’s Center

‘50 Off’ Eye Care Package

Forsman & Dewey, Inc.

8906 La Jolla Blvd

888-799-5197

“Best Gift I Ever Received”
Unique, remembered for a lifetime!

Gentle Gaze Contact Lenses
Blonde All Yours

Visit Our Retail

“Music for the Season” at the 30th Annual San Diego Choral Society Concert

San Diego Choral Society

The Music Barn, 5404 College Ave

Tickets: 800-283-2677

“The Essential Wonder of Christmas”

Winter Concert

First Baptist Church of San Diego

Church Building

December 9, 2009


daytime shows only

Tickets: 858-223-1003

Christmas Mass at the Basilica of the Immaculate Conception

Cathedral Roman Catholic Church

December 24, 2009

Tickets: 858-273-3840

For more information or to purchase tickets, please call 858-273-3840.
I Always Make It To My Car Before The Tears Set In

"Feel your heart beaten. That's your drum. You are born with that rhythm."

From the outside, Children's Hospital looks like any other building. But inside, it's a place where children and their families go to find answers, comfort, and hope. The hospital is a beacon of light in the lives of those who have been touched by illness or injury, offering a sense of normalcy in a world turned upside down.

Children are often the most resilient beings in the world, and the staff at Children's Hospital work tirelessly to make their stay as comfortable and positive as possible. The hospital offers a range of services, from routine check-ups to complex medical treatments, all designed to help children and their families through the ups and downs of life.

One of the most beloved features of the hospital is the music program. Musicians from all over the world visit the hospital to serenade patients and their families, bringing a sense of joy and comfort to those who need it most. The music program is not just about the music; it's about the power of creativity and expression in healing.

The hospital also offers a variety of other programs and services, including arts and crafts, cooking classes, and family support groups, all designed to help children and their families navigate the challenges of hospitalization.

At Children's Hospital, the goal is not just to treat illnesses, but to treat the whole child. The hospital is a place of healing, where love, hope, and community come together to create a place where children can feel safe and loved.

So the next time you see someone with tears in their eyes, remember that they might be thinking of a loved one in a hospital, and that the music program at Children's Hospital is one way that we can bring a little bit of joy and comfort to those who need it most.

Rodrigo Rodrigues

Rodrigo Rodrigues in Concert

A mix of popular Latin guitar with a touch of classical styling.

Friday, November 20
8 p.m.
Meyerson Hall
Tickets on sale at the Meyerson Hall Box Office, Monday thru Friday 11-5.
General Admission: $20
For more information call the Box Office: 468-2214
Dying Day
There is no background music to extract or exert a response from the audience.

Of the value of culture business is not among other things, to be on exhibit as a commercial strategy. It couldn't be taken that there was a great deal of product, and the record was not only to be admired, but the sound itself was also to be sampled. The Wine Country was the Cinemascope of the planet, and the Golden Globes were the Cannes Film Festival. The year in the festival was a reminder that music and film are related, and another reminder that music is a part of film. Music, in this case, is to be accorded a natural role. It spans reality, teen idyll, and innocence through violence.

The mood of the three singulars is made to move around the cinema, which is the same social media that generates the scenes, and moved to the music and atmosphere of each of the three. Musical narrative, which is accomplished through short film, is itself a part of the narrative. The music of Dying Day is a key element in the film's overall impact.

Dying Day is a film that demands to be seen in the context of the festival. It is a film that needs to be seen to be appreciated. The film is a reminder of the importance of music and film in our lives. It is a film that should not be missed, and the music and film industry should be proud of it.
WOMEN IN THE MOVIES

Barbara Stuart is the first woman to receive an Academy Award for Best Cinematography for her work on the film "Annie Hall." This achievement highlights the growing acceptance of women in the film industry.

THE COMEDY IN AMERICA!

"The Waterboy" stars Adam Sandler as a new candidate for the United States Senate. The movie is directed by Frank Coraci and produced by Jack Giarraputo.

FREE LIFELINE TIX TO SNOW SUMMIT

Tickets available at TicketMaster, selected Sport Chalet stores, and theater box offices.

SURGEON GENERAL'S WARNING: Cigarette Smoke Causes Cancer and Heart Disease.
Reckless and Romantic

Priveer's

WE CAN ORDER NEW, PHONE
REOY RIOOO
AT: 470-555-1234
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Thanksgiving at the Barona Buffet is always a Sure Bet

You're too busy to be in the kitchen tonight—what will you do? Be sure to check out the Barona Buffet! It includes traditional Thanksgiving favorites and more! For just $8.99, you get:

- Roast Turkey
- Stuffing
- Mashed Potatoes
- Stuffing
- Sweet Potato Casserole
- Green Beans
- Cranberry Sauce
- Rolls
- Fresh Fruit
- Refreshments

The Barona Buffet is open from 11:00 AM to 11:00 PM on Thanksgiving Day. Don't miss out on this delicious feast!
Kid Stuff

I'm so hungry. I'm on Weight Watchers again. Every time I lose a pound, I just feel like my weight is the only thing that matters. But today, I realized something important. I went to the store and bought some fruits and vegetables. I sat down and ate a salad, and I felt really good. I decided to lose weight for myself, not just to look good in a dress. I'm not doing it to impress anyone else. I'm doing it because I want to feel good inside and out.

Of Mayonnaise and Livestock Scales

By Anne Albright

I watched her hand reach down and move the lower weight to 200. The click of metal against metal echoed down the hallway.

She looked at me and said, "You're doing great. You're almost there." I smiled and thanked her. I knew that I was making progress, but I still had a long way to go."

Last month, I got off the scale at 300. Now, I'm down to 275. I'm feeling better every day. The weight is coming off, and my clothes are starting to fit better. I'm starting to see changes in my mirror. I'm not where I want to be, but I'm getting there."
